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ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITIES FOR CONVEX CONES

PIERRE-LOUIS LIONS AND FILOMENA PACELLA

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. We present here an isoperimetric inequality for sets contained in

a convex cone. Some applications to symmetrization problems and Sobolev

inequalities are also indicated.

1. The aim of this note is to point out an isoperimetric inequality for convex

cones which plays a fundamental role in the symmetrization of mixed boundary

value problems, Sobolev inequalities, and in the understanding of the geometric

properties of positive solutions of some semilinear partial differential equations.

Let ZQ be an open cone in R" , n > 2, with vertex at the origin and solid

angle aG]0, a>n_,[, where con_x is the (Aj-l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure

of the unitary sphere Sn~ ' . To be more precise, if Aa is a subset of S"~   with

Hn_x(Aa) = a , then

Za = {kx, x G Aa and k G ]0, +oo[} .

From now on we will assume that <9XQ is lipschitz continuous. We denote

by Z(a, R) the open sector in R" with solid angle a and radius R > 0, that

is, I(a, R) = Lnr\BR where BR is the ball in R" with center in the origin and

radius R.

The Lebesgue measure of a measurable set £CR" will be denoted by \E\,

while Pa(E) will represent the De Giorgi perimeter of E relative to an open

set Í2 [5, 2]. In other words

Pa(E) = supijdivipdx  ,y/G [C0°°(Q)]", |yr| < 1J ,

that is, Pq(E) is the total variation on Q of the characteristic function of the

set E.

We will use the symbol an to mean the measure of any unitary sector L(a, 1 )

with solid angle a .
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Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1.1. If Ia is a convex cone in Rn, n > 2, then the following isoperi-

metric inequality holds:

(1.1) PK(E)>nalJn\E\l"-l)/",

for any measurable set E c la with \E\ < +00. Moreover if dZa\{P} (P

vertex of XJ is smooth, equality in (1.1) holds if and only if E is a convex

sector I(q , R) homothetic to ZQ .

Remark 1.1. If n = 2 the relative isoperimetric inequality (1.1) is already

known (see [3, Chapter 1, Theorem 11]). If a = 2n¡m, m a positive integer,

it is an easy consequence of the classical isoperimetric inequality in the plane.

In the case n = 2 the only convex cones ZQ are the sets ZQ = {(x, y) =

(p, v) G R2, p > 0, 0 < v < a} with a g]0, n], where (p, v) are the polar

coordinates in the plane.

A higher dimensional result equivalent to that of Theorem 1.1 has been

proved in [15, Proposition 1.1] only for a particular type of convex sectors

\-
To obtain the general result in R" , we adapt to our case a proof of the classi-

cal isoperimetric inequality which is based on the Brunn-Minkowski inequality

(see [7, 14]) that we are going to recall later. Such a method is classical and ex-

tensively used in [14]. Let us observe that there are several other (perhaps better

known) proofs of the classical isoperimetric inequality based on symmetrization

techniques ([6, 11]) which, however, do not seem to be useful in our problem.

Before proving Theorem 1.1 we need to state some preliminary lemmata.

Let us denote by A + B the algebraic sum of two sets in R" , i.e., A + B =

{a + b,aGA,bGB}.

Lemma 1.1 (Brunn-Minkowski's inequality). If A and B are measurable sub-

sets of R" with \A\ > 0 and \B\ > 0, then

(1.2) \A + B\X'n>\A\x,* + \B\l,H.

The proof of (1.2) can be found in [7] or [14].

Let A and C he two measurable subsets of R" . The "exterior Minkowski

relative surface of A with respect to C" is defined by [14, Chapter 5]

(1.3) F, (A, C) = hminfj-—!——-,
+ /J—0+ p

where pC = {py, y G C}, p > 0.

Lemma 1.2. // A  and C are measurable sets in  Rn  and 0 < \A\ < +00,

0 < \C\ < +00 then

(1.4) F+(A, C)> n\A\(n'l)l"\C\Xln .

Moreover equality holds in ( 1.4) if and only if A and C are homothetic

convex sets.
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Proof. This lemma is proved in [14, pp. 189-195]. The inequality (1.4) is just

a consequence of (1.2). In fact, from (1.2) we get

\A + PC\>\ \A\l/n + p\C\l/"\" > \A\ + n\C\mp\A\{n-1)/n ,

from which ( 1.4) follows. The remaining part of the proof is quite complex and

we refer to [14] for it.

Proof of Theroem 1.1. Inequality (1.1) is obviously true for any set E c R"

with \E\ —► +00 and Pz (E) = + oo , so that we can assume Pz (E) > +oo . By

a property of De Giorgi's perimeter any set E with finite perimeter in Za can

be approximated by a sequence of sets E¡ with smooth boundary in Za (for

example, of class C ) suchthat \E{\ —» \E\ and Hn_x(dE¡. n £1) —<■ Pa(E) (see

[2] or [16, Theorem 6.1.3]).

Thus it is enough to prove (1.1) for sets E such that dnE = dEc\"Ln is

smooth.

For such sets we have ([2] and [7, Chapter 3])

\(E) = Hn_x(daE)

(1.5) _     \{xg1 : d(x,d E) < p}\
> hm inf Ü-s-\'   »   '—í-ii

p^o+ 2p

where d(x, A) is the distance of the point x from the set A .

The lim inf in the right-hand side of (1.5) is a slight variant of the so-called

(n - l)-dimensional lower Minkowski content of daE and we will denote it by

■<~\d,E).

For 0 < p < +oo the sets É = {x G 11: 0 < d(x, E) < p} and E" = {x G

Za: d(x, £a\E) < p} are disjoint subsets of {x e Za: d(x, dttE) < p}, so that

from (1.5) we get

\E'\ \E"\
(1.6) H    Ad E) >liminf—^--r-liminf—p-.
V        ' "-'V   "     ' -    p^0+     2/9 p^0+      2/9

Moreover, since Z    is a convex cone (hence Z  + Z   = Z ) we have Eft =
' a v a a a' p

{x G Zt: d(x, E) < p} D (EU dnE) + l(a, p)  and  Ép = E+p\(E U d(E),

E' c E\. Thus, by Lemma 1.2 applied to the sets E u c^is and Z(a, 1) =

(1//9)Z(q, p) we obtain

(1.7) l,m,nf^>lirninf"£Ua-£) + ^°-')|-|i;U3"£|
p^0+       p /7—0+ /A

= F+(£,Z(a, l))>n\E\{"-l)/nalJ".

On the other hand Ep = E\{x G ln : d(x, Za\E) > p} = E\E~ and E~ +

Z(a, p) c E, because Z(i is a convex cone. Thus applying Brunn-Minkowski's

inequality as in Lemma 1.2 we get

I r-l  ^   I i-_ I    , r"l("-1)/«     1/«
\E\ > \Ep \ + n\Ep\ a¿ p.
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Therefore

\F"\
(1.8) liminf—— > liminfAîa     \E = naj \E\V       ' p-+0+       p     -   p^0+ n    \    p\ «Il

since \E~\ —► \E\, as /a —► 0.

From (1.6), (1.7), and (1.8) we deduce (1.1). Finally it is trivial to check that

all the previous inequalities become equalities when E is any sector homothetic

to Za n Bx so that (1.1) is proved.

Moreover, in view of Lemma 1.2 and ( 1.5)—( 1-7), we can immediately say

that the sectors Z(q, R) are the only sets to achieve equality in (1.1) among

all the measurable subsets of ZQ such that PL (E) > ^"~ (9aE). Therefore,

to prove the uniqueness statement it is enough to show that for any optimal set

F the following relation holds: Pz (F) > J?"~x(daF).

Let us start by observing that F achieves equality in (1.1) if and only if F

minimizes the perimeter Pz (E) among all the sets with fixed measure \E\ =

\F\. Then, by some regularity results ([10, 12, 8, 13]) we have

(i) daF is the union of a C -manifold and a closed singular set whose

s-dimensional Hausdorff measure is zero, for every s > n - S;

(ii) for almost every point x in Za the segment of minimal length from x

to daF reaches daF at a regular point;

(iii) if dî.n\{P} is smooth, daF intersects dLa\P orthogonally.

Let us denote by d*F the regular part of da(F); usually d*(F) is called

the "reduced boundary". By a property of the De Giorgi perimeter Pz (F) —

Hn_x(d*aF) [2, 16]. Moreover by (ii), (iii) and the definition of Jt"~l(daF)

we have

(1.9) ^r\daF) =J?:-\d*aF) < Hn_x(d*aF) = PK(F).

The inequality in (1.9) follows from (iii) and the smoothness of d*F, as for

(1.5). By the definition of J£"~x(daF), such inequality also holds when P G

daF , since ZQ is a convex cone. From (1.9) the assertion follows,   ü

Remark 1.2. The classical isoperimetric inequality follows immediately from

Lemma 1.2. In fact for smooth measurable sets E in R" we have that

Hn_x(dE) = F+(E, Bx), so that (1.4) yields the inequality

(1.10) P(E)>nClJ"\E\{n-[),n,        Cn = \Bx\.

Since the convex set C = Z(a, 1 ) we use in our proof is not a ball we cannot

in general claim that Hn_x(daE) = F+(E, Z(a, 1)). Hence inequality (1.1) is

not a direct consequence of (1.4).

Remark 1.3. The isoperimetric inequality (1.1) does not hold without any as-

sumption on the cone Za. To suport this claim let us consider the partic-

ular cone SB = {x G R": p > 0,   v( e]0, 7t[ for  i =  1, ... , n - 2  and
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u„_i G]0,ß[}, where vn_¡ G [0,27r[ and ß e]0,27r[. The boundary of

S„ is dS„ = {xêR°: vn_x — 0 or vn_x - ß}, that is, dS„ lies in the union

of two hyperplanes TQ and TB .

Let B(x0, r) be a ball with center in a point x0 G dS„\(T0 n TB) and radius

r > 0 so small that the set D — B(x0, r) nSB is a half ball contained in SB . It

is easy to see that if ß > n (i.e., SB is not convex) then

C„ \ ■~Án-\)/n a\/n,n.(n-\)/nPSß(D) = n(^j     \D\{n-l)/n<nßlJn\D\

where

ßn = \SßnBx\.

In this example the solid angle of the cone S„ is larger than œn_x/2. It is

possible to construct nonconvex cones Zq for which the isoperimetric inequality

(1.1) does not hold even if the solid angle a is very small. An example could

be the following:

Let Ax and A2 he two disjoint subsets of Sn~ with Hn_x(Ax) = a <

H„-\(A2) = a . Let us denote by A3 a very "thin" subset of S"~ connecting

Ax and A2 with Hn_x(A3) — a > 0, a being obviously very small. We

consider the nonconvex cone Z   = M■ , Z ,•, a = JA,■■ t ot   and the sector D =
a        ^-' 1 = 1     a   ' *—* i = 1

Z(q , R), R > 0, homothetic to Z((i . Since the cone Za3 is very thin there

exists e > 0, so small that

P^(D) = (n(aln)l/n + e)\D\("-l),n < nalJn\D\(n~l)/"

which contradicts the isoperimetric inequality (1.1).
1 2

Obviously a and a may be chosen arbitrarily small (in particular we can

have a — JZj=x ex' < oj,_X),2) . Therefore this second counterexample shows

that the amplitude of the solid angle corresponding to Zq does not play a role

in the isoperimetric inequality (1.1).    D

2. In this section we briefly indicate how Theorem 1.1 can be applied to extend

the results of [15] and [17] to all convex sectors.

Let Q be a bounded domain in R" whose boundary is lipschitz continuous

and is made of two manifolds YQ and T, . The "isoperimetric constant of Q

relative to T,", Q(YX, Í2) is defined by [17]

IFll-l/«

(2.1) Q(YX, ß) = sup \-¿—- ,
E     Pçi(L)

where the supremum is taken over all measurable subsets E of ß such that

d E n ro does not contain any set of positive (n - l)-dimensional Hausdorff

measure.

Several properties of Q(Yl, ß) are listed in [15] and [17]. We just recall here

that if both ro and T, have positive (n - l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure

then Q(YX, ß) G [(n(CJ2)Vn)~x, +co]. So if Q(YX, ß) < +co, there exists
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a number an e]0, Cn/2] such that Q(YX, ß) = (nalJ") ' and, obviously, an

can be considered as the measure of a unitary sector Z(a, 1 ).

Given a sector Z(a, R), let us set f0 = {x G <9Z(a, R), |x| = /?} and

f,=öZ(a,Ä)\f0.
The main consequence of Theorem 1.1 is the following:

Proposition 2.1. If Z(q, R) is a convex cone then Q(YX, Z(a, R)) is a maxi-

mum and

,2.2)        e(r,, Ha. it» , (na'jr' - „^"¿ffTw = r)

/or flAA^ sector Z(a, r) C Z(a, Ä), 0 < r < R .

Remark 2.1. If 9ZQ\{P} is smooth, in view of the uniqueness statement of

Theorem 1.1, we can also say that the sector Z(a, r), r G ]0, R[, are the only

sets which realize the maximum Q(YX , Z(a, R)).

The definition of the isoperimetric constant Q(YX, ß) allows us to collect

the domains ß of the type considered above in classes I?   defined as <?   = {ß

such that Q(YX , ß) = (naj")~1} . Moreover Proposition 2.1 implies that any

convex sector Z(a, R) belongs to the class ê?   , an = |Z(q, 1)|.
AI "

The classes Wt   were introduced in [15] and [17] to study the symmetrization
"ai

of functions u G VP(Q), Vp(Q) = {u G Hx 'p(ß), u = 0 on T0}. To be more

precise if ß e %a and Ca(Q) is a convex sector in ¿? with |C((ß)| = |ß|,

then the a-symmetrization is defined as the transformation which associates

to any u G Vp(Çï) the unique radial decreasing function Cn(u) G Vp(Ca(Q))

having the same distribution function as u [3, 15, 17].

If ß G i? then the a-symmetrization has the usual properties of the

Schwarz symmetrization.

Let us remark explicitly that because of the isoperimetric property of the

convex sectors (Theorem 1.1 and hence Proposition 2.1 ) any radial decreasing

function u G Vp(L(a, R)), Z(a, R) being a convex sector, stays fixed under

the a-symmetrization. Thus, in the a-symmetrization the convex sectors play

the same role as the ball in the Schwarz symmetrization.

Since the functions u G Vp(Çl) are zero only on a part of dû., namely

ro , the a-symmetrization is suitable to study partial differential equations with

mixed boundary conditions. A model problem of this type has been considered

in [17, Theorem 2.1]. Actually, in view of Theorem 1.1 and Remark 2.1 we can

state a slightly improved result.

Proposition 2.2. Let Zn be a convex cone and ß a bounded domain in Z(. As-

sume that öZri and 9ß are both lipschitz continuous and H   x(dlL C\d£l) > 0.
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(2.3)
¿,J=1

« = 0

du

Let r, = <9Zq n dß, T0 = 9ß\r, and u be a weak solution of the problem

n

on r0,

on r,,

where v is the outer normal to Y',, f G L'(Q)  (t = 2n/(n + 2) if n > 2, t > 1

if n = 2) and a; e /L°°(ß) satisfy

n

(2.4) y, ai/(*)tfij * i^i2   /°r every te R" •

r/ze«, a/ ß e £?    we have

(2.5)        Ca(u)<v(x)       pointwise inCa(£l) = {x Gla,\x\<RQ}

where v(x) is the weak solution of

(-Av = Ca(f)       inCJß),

u = 0 onf0 = {xgZ(í,\x\ = RQ},(2.6)
dv_

~dv

Moreover if dl,n\P is smooth and Ca(u) = v almost everywhere in Ca(ß),

necessarily ß = Cft(ß), / = Ca(/) ízajúí u = v .

The novelty of this result, compared to that of [17, Theorem 2.1] is that it

holds for any convex cone and if 9Zq\P is smooth the inequality (2.5) is strict

a.e. unless ß is itself a convex sector homothetic to Zq . The proof of this last

statement is the same as that of [1, Theorem 1].

Another application of the a-symmetrization has been given in [15] in esti-

mating the best Sobolev constant 5p(ß) for the imbedding VP(Q) ^ Lq(Q),

q — np/(n - p), aa > 3. Also in this case, the isoperimetric property of the

convex sectors of Theorem 1.1 allows us to improve the results of [15], stated

only for a certain type of convex sectors.

In particular, from [15, Theorem 2.1] and Proposition 2.1 here, we deduce

the following:

Proposition 2.3. If Z(a, R) is a convex sector then

\\Du\\. \\Du\\p
Sp(Z(a,R))=        inf

uev"(Z(c*,R))   \\u\
u¿0

= SPCL(a,R)),

_inf
»€k"(Z(q,ä))   ||w|L

UféO

where

Vp(Z(a, R)) = {ug Vp(l(a ,R));u is radial} .
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In other words Proposition 2.3 states that if Z(a, R) is a convex sector the

best Sobolev constant Sp(Z(a, R)) can be obtained by a minimizing sequence

made of spherically symmetric functions. Once again we remark that this "sym-

metry property" of Sp(I.(a, R)) is a direct consequence of the isoperimetric

property of the convex sectors.

Then it is natural to ask whether this symmetry property is preserved also

for solutions of semilinear elliptic equations in convex sectors, as it happens in

the case of the ball (see [9]). A positive answer to this problem is given in [4]

where only a particular case of convex sectors is considered (namely the ones

considered in [15]). The proof of this symmetry result given in [4] however does

not use any isoperimetric inequality or the a-symmetrization. Nevertheless, in

view of Theorem 1.1 it is reasonable to conjecture that the symmetry result of

[4] should extend to positive solutions of semilinear elliptic equations in any

convex sector.
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